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A successful ‘trading strategy’ is able to adjust a
portfolio’s risk profile rapidly to short term market
conditions, regardless of long term convictions.
The use of trading strategies, especially Global
Macro and Commodity Trading Advisors (CTAs)
funds, has been effective in achieving resilience
during periods of market stress.
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Summary

‘… the unquenchable
capability of human
beings when confronted
with long periods of
prosperity is to presume
that it will continue’
Alan Greenspan

While no-one doubts that future financial crises, by their very nature,
remain unpredictable, one thing is certain: there will be crises in the
future. Investors must therefore find ways of minimising the impact
of unexpected financial shocks to their portfolios.
There are important benefits to be gained from exposure to a dynamic
hedge fund strategy that has little correlation to markets during
periods of stress. The best approach for investors would be to maintain
an allocation to a diversity of trading strategies at all times.
A successful trading strategy is able to adjust a portfolio’s risk profile
rapidly to short term market conditions, regardless of long term
convictions. Historically, the use of such trading strategies has been
an effective means of achieving this aim.
Carefully selected hedge funds within these strategies, mainly Global
Macro and Commodity Trading Advisors (CTAs) funds, can provide
resilience to market shocks in the context of a traditional portfolio.
Pictet has nearly 20 years of experience investing in hedge funds
for clients and for its funds of hedge funds (FOHF). Among these
FOHFs, Mosaic Trading specialises in hedge funds employing
trading strategies.
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Trading
strategies

What does a ‘trading strategy’ mean?
A successful trading strategy is characterised by the ability of a hedge fund
manager to adjust rapidly the risk proﬁle of a portfolio to short term market
conditions, regardless of long term convictions. Such tactical moves can be made
either judgementally or with a systematic approach, and may be based on a
wide range of data, from economic fundamentals to pure technical indicators.
Which hedge fund strategies qualify?
The two main trading strategies in use are Global Macro and Commodity
Trading Advisors (CTAs), also known as ‘managed futures’. Opportunistically,
trading managers are also found in almost all other strategies, such as in
Long/Short, Emerging Markets and Fixed Income. In general, managers whose
strategy can be characterised as buy-and-hold, or who invest in less liquid
instruments, such as Event Driven or Distressed, generally do not qualify.

AHL: a quantitative
investment manager
established in 1987,
acquired by MAN and
now their largest and
most successful fund.
Turtle Traders:
an early 1980s
experiment led by
commodities trader
Richard Dennis and
business partner
William Eckhardt. See
Way of the Turtle –
How Ordinary People
Became Millionaire
Traders, M. Hendrix

The original trading strategies: Global Macro and CTAs
Global Macro and CTA managers were pioneers in the hedge fund industry
with some track records dating back to the 1980’s. The Global Macro world
was populated by legendary ﬁgures such as George Soros and Paul Tudor
Jones, while CTAs achieved prominence through the success of groups such
as AHL or the Turtle Traders.
Initially, Global Macro and CTA strategies represented the bulk of hedge fund
assets under management. Today, although assets in trading strategies continue
to grow signiﬁcantly, their share of the hedge fund industry has diminished
due to the growth of other hedge fund styles and the popularity of equity
related strategies.
TRADING STRATEGIES – ESTIMATED GROWTH OF ASSETS VS % TOTAL HF ASSETS
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What is Global Macro?
A Global Macro approach typically involves the analysis of large quantities
of macroeconomic data across markets and regions. Managers try to identify
potential trends or imbalances in the risk premium relating to the main asset
classes, such as equities or currencies. This top-down process helps them
narrow down opportunities in the asset class and to ﬁnd ways to extract the
most value from the identiﬁed themes. Great focus is attached to expressing the
trade in the most proﬁtable way – in other words, to uncovering the ﬁnancial
instruments that offer the best risk/reward proﬁle. In this case, the most liquid
opportunities take priority.
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Trend followers take
advantage of long
term moves across
various markets.
They do not predict
or forecast specific
price levels, rather
they identify a trend
and ride it.

What are Commodity Trading Advisors (CTAs)?
CTAs have two main characteristics. First, they only trade on the futures
markets. Second, they take positions by following systematic buy and sell
signals based on sophisticated computer models. Generally speaking, most
of the inputs are priced-based indicators, while most models are derived
from trend-following algorithms.
Nevertheless, over the past decade, CTAs have invested considerably in
research in order to diversify away from classic trend-following systems.
Today, managers employ a wide range of time-frames and models. For
instance, the average holding period can range from hours to months, while
pattern-recognition or counter-trend models are also becoming popular.
CTAs have often proved resilient during periods of market stress. In the
following chart, in each period of more than three consecutive down months
or a fall of more than 9 per cent in global equity markets, CTAs have shown
a positive return.
CTAS SHOW PERSISTENT OUTPERFORMANCE DURING MARKET STRESS 1980-2010
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This remarkable resilience can be expressed in a different way, by looking at the
12-month rolling correlations of CTAs and Global Macro during bear markets.
In the following chart, correlations turn sharply negative during such periods.
12-MONTH ROLLING CORRELATIONS OF CTAS AND GLOBAL MACRO DURING BEAR MARKETS
12M rolling correlation vs the MSCI World
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Opportunity cost:
the cost of not being
invested in other
hedge fund strategies

THE BENEFITS AND RISKS OF TRADING STRATEGY HEDGE FUNDS
BENEFITS

RISKS

• ‘Trading’

• Some

• Trading

•A

• Operational

risk is lower because they mostly
use financial instruments that are liquid and
exchange-traded.

• CTA

management is generally rule-based and
strictly enforced, preventing irrational
attachment to a position or theme.

• Because

hedge funds tend to be managed by
the most seasoned managers with long track
records across all market cycles.

managers employ financial products and
strategies outside the classic stock-and-bond
allocations.

• Risk

A Goldilocks economy
is ‘neither too hot, nor
too cold, but just right’
Multiple references
mid 1900s onwards

‘Once you recognise
that market moves are
random you simply
need to put yourself in
a position where you
can capitalise on a
move when it happens’
Michael Covel, Turtle

‘trading’ hedge funds are still
concentrated and highly leveraged with large
directional bets.
correct macroeconomic view can be expressed
in an ineffective way, by choosing the wrong
financial instrument.

trend-following systems may be upset
by certain volatility conditions that trigger
false signals.
CTA returns are highly cyclical, too high
an exposure involves an opportunity cost.

When do Global Macro and CTAs go wrong?
There are two speciﬁc market conditions during which both Global Macro
or CTAs may underperform. The ﬁrst is during an extremely low volatility
environment. The best historic example is during the so-called ‘Goldilocks’
economy. With low uncertainty, predictable central bank policies and
synchronized growth worldwide, there were few opportunities to beneﬁt
from mispricing. The second circumstance is during repeated volatility
spikes, which are difﬁcult to manage and can hurt performance. While
trading managers can and do actively trade, they are not day traders and
can therefore be ‘whiplashed’ if a spike in volatility triggers – through
automatic risk management rules – a sudden deleveraging, only for the
initial trend to resume. A typical example of what triggers a volatility spike
would be surprise government intervention.
When do they perform best?
There are two speciﬁc market conditions during which both Global Macro
or CTAs may outperform. First, a high and lasting volatility regime in key
markets is positive for trading strategies, especially relative to other strategies
and asset classes. In such circumstances, Global Macro should outperform
CTAs. Indeed, their short-term tactical bias would dominate long term views,
while trend-following models with a longer time frame would struggle.
Second, clear trends in key markets, and not necessarily in equity or credit
indices only, are particularly favourable. In this environment, CTAs would
be likely to outperform Global Macro managers, because of their use of
trend-following models.
Why include these strategies in a portfolio of traditional asset classes?
Based on track records back to the 1990s, it is clear that in times when equities
fall, trading strategies have tended to outperform both traditional funds and
other hedge funds strategies. They even delivered positive returns in many
instances. Trading strategies would therefore have tempered the worst effects
of past market crises. Furthermore, there have been many academic studies
showing that an allocation to CTAs improved the overall Sharpe ratio of a
portfolio composed of equities and bonds.
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DOWNSIDE RISK CONTROL IN STRESS MARKET CONDITIONS
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How do these strategies differ from a classic multi-strategy fund of
hedge funds?
Multi-strategy funds of hedge funds can invest in all the hedge fund strategies
available, and they can make tactical adjustments depending on the economic
cycle. For example, after a credit crisis, investments in distressed managers
may be increased signiﬁcantly, while long/short managers may be favoured
during an economic recovery. Overall, multi-strategy FOHF returns should
be less cyclical than a thematic product, but they are likely to underperform a
pure trading strategy product in a period of market stress, particularly during
an equity bear market. Compared with a pure trading product, the correlation
of multi-strategy FOHFs to equity indices is higher and their beta against
those indices less variable, as the chart below demonstrates.
TRADING STRATEGIES & GLOBAL MACRO – BETA AGAINST GLOBAL EQUITIES
2-year rolling beta vs MSCI World
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Appendix:
Pictet’s
Mosaic
Trading

Pictet experience in trading strategies
Pictet has invested in trading strategies for nearly 20 years on behalf of its
clients and its fund of hedge funds. Over the years, Pictet has developed close
relationships with leading pioneers in Global Macro and CTA strategies.
Mosaic Trading
Launched in 1998 as a multi-strategy (excluding Equity strategies) fund-offunds, Mosaic Trading progressively repositioned its exposures in 2008
towards a predominant allocation to Global Macro and CTA managers.
MOSAIC TRADING – ALLOCATION

Cash 10%
Other 4%

Global Macro EM 13%
Global Macro 45%
01 August 2010

Global Macro FI 11%

CTA 17%
Source: Pictet Alternative Investments

Approach to Global Macro allocation
Mosaic Trading aims to invest in funds with different risk proﬁles, to avoid a
high correlation between the underlying managers. Consequently, managers
are diversiﬁed across Multi-managers and Discretionary funds. Then, within
each sub-strategy, a further level of diversiﬁcation is added according to the
principal instruments traded, from currencies to commodities.
A Multi-manager fund is a fund managed by team of global macro players
who each trade independently for that fund. Risk is allocated with extremely
stringent risk limits. This model is more diversiﬁed than the Discretionary one.
A Discretionary manager fund is the classic and historical model: one main
risk taker is supported by economists and traders. Risk is allocated to various
core themes and the manager trades around them judgementally.
Approach to CTA allocation
Mosaic Trading makes signiﬁcant allocations outside the traditional trendfollowing CTAs, to avoid the risk of correlation between managers.
These non trend-following strategies are grouped under the ‘multi-model’
label. Such CTAs employ complementary models such as high frequency
trading, pattern recognition, and counter-trend programs to diversify risk
exposure. Mosaic Trading’s investments in trend-following managers are
diversiﬁed across time frames. For example, some CTAs take positions for a
day or two, while others keep their trades for six months or more. It follows
that the portfolio’s allocation to CTAs will generally be more diversiﬁed than
the Global Macro allocation.
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A defensive investment in periods of market stress
Mosaic Trading is designed to be a defensive investment during prolonged
market stresses, particularly during equity bear markets.
Despite the opportunity cost of investing solely in trading strategies, an
allocation to Mosaic Trading should reduce the unpredictable consequences
of market crises and increase downside protection in an investor’s portfolio.
Moreover, the diversity of return sources inherent in Mosaic Trading’s
portfolio strategy should justify a long term allocation.
Meanwhile, in an environment favourable to trading strategies, Mosaic Trading
aims to outperform general equity benchmarks and and multi-strategy FOHFs.
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This document is issued by Pictet Alternative Investments, a department of Pictet & Cie. The information contained herein
is not the result of a financial analysis within the meaning of the Swiss Bankers Association’s Directives on the Independence
of Financial Research, which therefore do not apply to this document.
This document is intended for its addressee’s sole and personal use. Its content shall not be disclosed or reproduced without
the prior written consent of Pictet & Cie. It is expressly not intended for persons who, due to their nationality, place of
residence or any other circumstance, are not allowed to access such information under local law. Unless otherwise specified,
the collective investment schemes mentioned herein have not been authorised for public offering in or from Switzerland by
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). Accordingly, interests in such collective investment schemes may
only be offered to qualified investors within the meaning of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA) and its
implementing regulations and in a manner consistent therewith. Additional investment restrictions may be provided for in
the official offering documentation. This document may not be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or provided
to any U.S. person.
This document is provided for information purposes only. It shall not be considered as an offer or recommendation to buy
or sell any financial instrument or banking services. The addressee shall in particular carefully review the official offering
documentation (available upon request) before making any investment decision.
Investors shall conduct their own analysis of the risks (including any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequence) associated
with an investment and should seek independent professional advice. Past performance is not an indication or guarantee
of current or future performance.
Unless otherwise specified, all figures are unaudited. Performance indications do not include subscription and/or redemption fees.
Although this document was produced with all reasonable care based on sources believed to be reliable, reflecting opinions
at the date of its writing and subject to change at any time without notice, Pictet & Cie and/or any other entity of the Pictet
Group make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and
accept no liability for any loss or damage which may arise from the use of this document.
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